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Introduction

The internet has transformed the way Americans access information, connect with loved ones and understand the world around them. But even as technology has brought considerable benefits to people's lives, there has been increasing dialogue about the possible downsides of online technology, particularly relating to the practices of the largest internet and technology companies, such as Google, Twitter, Facebook and Amazon.

Americans' concerns about these companies appear to be deepening. Gallup's tracking of public sentiment toward the internet industry shows a decline from a high of 60% of Americans with positive views of such companies in 2015 to 43% of Americans viewing them positively and 30% viewing them negatively in 2019 — up 14 percentage points from 2015. When asked specifically about such technology giants as Google, Facebook and Amazon, 46% of Americans view these companies positively, and one-third (33%) view them negatively.

Knight Foundation and Gallup endeavored to better understand how Americans view the roles these companies play in their lives and society as a whole. With the exception of their influence on democratic participation, this report finds widespread concern about the effects of internet and technology companies on society and democracy and their ability to self-regulate. Still, Americans continue to use these platforms despite their unease about misinformation and privacy, perhaps because there are few other options for similar services given the dominance of the major companies in the field.

Alongside the decline in how Americans regard major internet and technology companies, a variety of measures have been introduced and debated, including data privacy legislation and antitrust measures to break up some of these companies and curb some of their legal protections. However, Americans are ambivalent about major governmental involvement in regulating the practices of these companies, either because they are philosophically opposed to government intervention or, as this study suggests, because they do not believe government officials have the necessary knowledge to craft effective legislation.

This report provides valuable insights that may inform more focused and responsive practices of the internet and technology companies themselves or legislative and regulatory proposals from policymakers who aim to assuage Americans' concerns.

---

Executive Summary

**1. Americans have largely negative views of major internet and technology companies’ impact on society.**

Their top concern relates to the amplification of misinformation on the internet.

- 74% of Americans are very concerned about the spread of misinformation on the internet. Despite a partisan gap, majorities of both Democrats (84%) and Republicans (65%) are very concerned about this issue.

- 68% are very concerned about the privacy of personal data stored by internet and technology companies, and 56% are very concerned about hate speech and other abusive or threatening language online.

**2. The public believes internet and technology companies have too much power — a sentiment held across all demographic and political groups.**

- 77% of Americans say major internet and technology companies like Facebook, Google, Amazon and Apple have too much power.

- Americans are equally divided among those who favor (50%) and oppose (49%) government intervention that would require internet and technology companies to break into smaller companies.

**3. Americans distrust social media companies to make the right decisions about their content, but are divided on the role of government to regulate them.**

- Americans do not trust social media companies much (44%) or at all (40%) to make the right decisions about what content should or should not be allowed on online platforms.

- However, they would still prefer the companies (55%) to make those decisions rather than the government (44%).

**4. Americans across the political and demographic spectrum say political leaders are not paying enough attention to technology issues.**

- 59% of Americans believe elected officials and political candidates are paying “too little” attention to issues dealing with technology and technology companies.
Americans Are Concerned About the Role Internet and Technology Companies Play in Society

Impact of internet and technology companies on society and democracy

By connecting people with information and each other, internet and technology companies play an active role in the lives of everyday Americans. However, views of the internet industry have diminished sharply in the past five years. When asked in the current survey to identify the role and impact of major internet companies, Americans are decidedly negative.

FIGURE 1

Opinions of Effects of Internet and Technology Companies on Society

Where would you rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 means you think major internet companies have a positive affect and 1 means major internet companies have a negative affect. You may use any number from 1-5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>% 1</th>
<th>% 2</th>
<th>% 3</th>
<th>% 4</th>
<th>% 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create more problems than they solve</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make certain unpopular views more visible than they otherwise would be</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribute more to making people misinformed about the news</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinder people participating in our democracy</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divide society more than they unite it</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow powerful interests to control society</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “No answer” percentages not shown.

Specifically, they believe that major internet companies divide society (60%); allow powerful interests to control society (48%); make unpopular views more visible than they otherwise would be (52%); create more problems than they solve (47%); and contribute to making people misinformed about the news (47%). In contrast, fewer than one-fifth of Americans give ratings on the positive end of the scale by saying major internet companies give people the power to change society (19%); contribute more to making people informed (19%); make unpopular views less visible (17%); solve more problems than they create (15%); and unite society more than they divide it (11%). About a third of Americans do not lean one way or the other on these issues.

Americans are more evenly divided regarding the role internet and technology companies play in democracy. Roughly even shares of Americans say major internet companies hinder participation in our democracy (33%) as say they help people participate in our democracy (28%), with 38% neutral.

Across the political spectrum, Americans tend to hold more negative than positive views toward the internet, but Republicans tend to be more critical than Democrats and independents. For example, Republicans are more likely than Democrats and independents to see major internet companies as creating more problems than they solve, allowing powerful interests to control society, hindering political participation, making people misinformed and dividing society.

There is, however, one issue where Democrats are more likely to hold critical views than their Republican counterparts — providing visibility to unpopular viewpoints.
Beyond party, there are distinct differences in Americans’ opinions by age. Adults aged 55 and older (56%) are more likely than their younger counterparts (48% of 35-54-year-olds and 37% of those aged 18-34) to view major internet companies as creating more problems than they solve. Younger adults aged 18-34 tend to think major internet companies help participation in democracy rather than hinder it (36% vs. 24% respectively), while older adults are more likely to say major internet companies hinder rather than help participation (34% vs. 26% among 35-54-year-olds and 38% vs. 23% among those 55 and older). However, all three age groups have similar opinions on the other ways major internet companies affect society.

### Figure 3

**Opinions of Effects of Internet and Technology Companies on Society, by Age**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Who indicate agreement by answering “1” or “2” on the 1-5 scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-34 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create more problems than they solve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make unpopular views less visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribute more to making people misinformed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinder people in participating in our democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divide society more than they unite it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow powerful interests to control society</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Americans who report using Google for their local news on a daily basis are more likely to say major internet companies help democratic participation (36%) than those who use the platform for news rarely (19%) or never (20%). Similarly, there is a slight uptick in positive views among those who say they use Facebook as a daily source of news (34%), compared with those who use the site for news rarely (25%) or never (25%).

People with less formal education tend to view major internet companies as creating more problems than they solve rather than as solving more problems than they create. Fifty-five percent of those with a high school education hold this view, compared with 46% of those with some college education and 39% of those with a college degree. Americans living in large cities (19%) or suburbs of large cities (18%) are more likely than those in rural areas (5%) to hold positive views on this issue.
College graduates (60%) are also more likely than those with some college education (51%) or no college education (46%) to believe major internet companies make unpopular views more visible. On the other items, education makes little difference.

Americans who are negative toward the news media also tend to be more critical of internet and technology companies. Notably, 70% of those who rate the news media negatively say major internet companies do more to divide society than unite it, compared with 52% of those who view the news media positively and 48% of those who are neutral. Also, many more Americans with negative opinions of the news media say major internet companies contribute more to making people misinformed (55%) than those with positive (41%) or neutral (32%) opinions of the news media.

**Concerns about misinformation, privacy**

Majorities of Americans are concerned about a variety of issues related to internet and technology companies. Chief among these concerns are misinformation and privacy.

Three-quarters of Americans express that they are very concerned about the spread of misinformation on the internet (74%). However, the remedy for such issues is unclear, as only about half say the government should have a major role in addressing the issue (48%).

Similarly, 68% express that they are very concerned about the privacy of personal data online — and these concerns may be increasing. A 2018 Gallup poll found 43% of Facebook users “very concerned” with “invasion of their privacy” by the social media giant, up from 30% in 2011.4

When it comes to other issues relating to internet and technology companies, at least half of Americans say they are very concerned about hate speech and other abusive or threatening language online (56%), online foreign interference in U.S. elections (53%), and the size and power of large technology companies (50%). On two issues — political ads and workers losing their jobs because of technology — less than half are very concerned, but majorities are at least “somewhat” concerned.

At least half of Americans (56%) say they are very concerned about hate speech and other abusive or threatening language online. Democrats (76%) are 2x as likely as Republicans (38%) to be very concerned.

---

The level of concern about online foreign interference in U.S. elections varies sharply by political party. Whereas 80% of Democrats are very concerned about this issue, just 23% of Republicans are.

Similarly, when it comes to concerns about hate speech and other abusive online behaviors, Democrats are more likely to say they are very concerned about the issue (76%), compared to Republicans (38%) and independents (50%).

A smaller, although notable gap also can be seen in views on misinformation. Americans who identify as Democrats (84%) or independents (71%) are more likely than Republicans (65%) to say the spread of misinformation is very concerning.

Despite these differences, there are several areas of bipartisan agreement. Majorities of Republicans (73%), independents (68%) and Democrats (65%) are very concerned about the privacy of their personal data online. And about half of Americans in all party groups say they are very concerned about the size and power of internet and technology companies.
There are other notable demographic differences in opinions on hate speech online. Women (67%) are more concerned about hate speech and abusive online behaviors than men (45%). Similarly, older Americans aged 55+ are more likely to express concern about hate speech than younger Americans aged 18–34 (67% vs. 47%). About half of Americans aged 35-54 say they are very concerned about hate speech and other abusive or threatening language online.

Three-quarters of Americans are concerned about the spread of misinformation online, but only half say the government should have a major role in addressing it.
Majorities of Democrats, Republicans and independents are concerned about the privacy of their personal data online.
SECTION 2

Americans Are Divided on Role of Government in Addressing Internet and Technology Issues

Public says leaders pay “too little” attention to technology issues and are divided on government intervention

A majority (59%) of Americans say elected officials pay “too little” attention to issues dealing with technology or technology companies, while 30% say they pay the “right amount” and 11% “too much” attention. Democrats (71%) are much more inclined to say politicians pay too little attention than Republicans (43%) and independents (57%). Similarly, Americans aged 18-34 (67%) are more likely to hold this view compared to those aged 35 and older (55%). And 66% of those living in large cities, versus 50% of those residing in rural areas, see political leaders as being insufficiently attentive on matters related to technology and technology companies.

Despite Americans’ overall desire for politicians to pay more attention to technology issues, they are largely ambivalent about the government having a major role in addressing most of their concerns around internet and technology companies, perhaps rising from their belief that politicians lack the knowledge to effectively address the issues. However, there are two issues the American public favors the government playing a major role in addressing. Eighty percent say government should play a major role in addressing online interference with U.S. elections. And 7 in 10 Americans (70%) favor a major governmental role in addressing concerns related to the privacy of personal data online.

Close to half advocate a major role for government to address the spread of misinformation on the internet, the size and power of large technology companies, and hate speech or other abusive language. Smaller proportions — between 35% and 39% — say the government should play a major role in addressing the size and power of large news media companies, political ads on the internet and workers losing their jobs because of technology.

Although Americans tend not to favor a major government role in these issues, most want the government to be involved to some degree, with at most 28% rejecting any government role on these issues.
FIGURE 7
What Role Should Government Have in Addressing Issues Related to Internet and Technology Companies?

How much of a role, if any, should the government have in addressing these issues?

- % A major role
- % A minor role
- % No role

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>A major role</th>
<th>A minor role</th>
<th>No role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online foreign interference in U.S. elections</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The privacy of personal data online</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The spread of misinformation on the internet</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size and power of large technology companies</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate speech and other abusive or threatening language online</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size and power of large news media companies</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political ads on the internet</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers losing their jobs because of technology and artificial intelligence (AI)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: "No answer" percentages not shown.

Democrats are generally more likely than their Republican and independent counterparts to say the government should have a major role in addressing issues related to internet and technology companies. Democrats are substantially more likely than Republicans to say government should have a major role in addressing the spread of misinformation (64% vs. 34%) and the use of political ads on the internet (52% vs. 18%). They are also more likely to say the government has a major role to play in addressing foreign interference in U.S. elections (94% vs. 63%), although majorities of both groups call for a major government role in this area. Fewer than half of Republicans, Democrats and independents endorse a major government role in the areas of workers losing their jobs because of technology or the size and power of large news media companies.

Eighty percent of Americans say government should play a major role in addressing online interference with U.S. elections.
While Democrats, Republicans and independents all agree that the government should address online interference with U.S. elections, they disagree on the role government should play in addressing political ads on the internet.
Americans Are Concerned About the Size and Power of Internet and Technology Companies, Divided on Solutions

Seventy-seven percent of Americans say major internet and technology companies like Facebook, Google, Amazon and Apple have too much power. Just one-fifth of Americans (19%) say internet and technology companies have the right amount of power. Only 1% say internet and technology companies have too little power.
In an era of deep partisan divisions, it is notable these views are held consistently across all demographic and political groups.

**Misuse of user data is the primary reason people think internet and technology companies are too powerful**

Those who believe internet and technology companies have too much power were asked to indicate whether each of six factors contributed to that view. Their responses show they are most concerned about the collection and use of customer/user data. Fully 88% of those who say these companies hold too much power say it is because they may misuse customer data. Similarly, 87% say their concerns about the power of these companies is due to the data they possess on people who use their websites, apps and products. Fewer cite concerns about anti-competitive or antitrust issues or their role in exposing people to potentially dangerous content online.

![Figure 10](https://example.com/figure10.png)

**Reasons Why Americans Believe Internet and Technology Companies Have Too Much Power**

Please say whether each of the following is a reason why you think major internet and technology companies have too much power. Select all that apply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>% Who select each reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>They may misuse customers’ data</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They possess a lot of data on people who use their websites, apps and products</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They reduce the number of choices people have for e-commerce, social media and web searches</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They make it more difficult for new technology companies to compete</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They make it easier for people to access potentially dangerous content, including showing violence or expressing extreme views</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They stifle innovation in the technology sector</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Americans’ views around these concerns are consistent across most demographic and political groups. However, women (60%) and older Americans aged 55+ (64%) who say internet and technology companies have too much power are much more likely to identify “easy access to dangerous content” as a reason why they think these companies are too powerful.
Nevertheless, as these companies come under increased antitrust scrutiny, Americans are divided evenly on whether they should be broken up — 50% are in favor, and 49% are opposed. This divide falls largely along political lines. Six in 10 (60%) Democrats favor breaking up internet and technology companies. By contrast, less than half of independents (44%) and Republicans (39%) do.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Americans who are more concerned about the size and power of internet and technology companies are more likely to want to break them up. Two-thirds (67%) of those who are very concerned about the size and power of these companies favor breaking them up, compared to 39% of those who are somewhat concerned and 21% of those who are not concerned.

Americans are divided evenly on whether major internet and technology companies should be broken up.
Spotlight on Content: Americans Don’t Trust Internet and Technology Companies — or Government — to Make the Right Call

Media or technology companies?
An important distinction in current policy debates is whether companies like Google and Facebook should be considered technology companies or media companies. A majority of Americans tend to view internet and technology companies as “both media and technology companies” (63%), while the remainder are evenly split between considering them as media companies (19%) or technology companies (18%).

However, when those who view them as both media and technology companies are pressed to choose one or the other, Americans tend to see companies like Google, Facebook and Twitter more as media companies than as technology companies. Just 36% of Americans view internet and technology companies as solely technology companies or as “both media and technology companies but more of a technology company.” In contrast, 62% say these companies are more of or completely media companies.
Opinions diverge somewhat based on political affiliation. Whereas 24% of Democrats view these companies as operating solely in the technology sector, only 13% of Republicans and 16% of independents agree. In contrast, 28% of Republicans view them as solely media companies, compared to 16% of Democrats and 15% of independents.

**Distrust in content decisions**

Americans are largely distrustful of social media companies to make the right decisions about what people can say or post on their websites and apps. Over 8 in 10 U.S. adults do not trust social media companies much (44%) or at all (40%) to make the right decisions about what content appears on their sites or apps. More Republicans are distrustful (41% say they trust them “not much”; 51% say “not at all”) compared to Democrats (51% and 27%, respectively) and independents (43% and 41%).

Examining those who have no trust in social media companies at all, there are some interesting variances. Those who rarely (50%) or never (58%) use Google for local news are more likely to have no trust in social media than those who use the site daily for news (37%). A similar pattern is revealed among those who use Facebook for news — 52% of those who never use Facebook for news have no trust in these companies making the right content decisions, compared with those who use Facebook daily (34%).

Internet and technology companies have come under scrutiny as to whether the standards they apply to what people post on their sites and apps are fair and evenly implemented, with Americans on both sides of the political divide expressing concern. Most Americans do not think major internet companies apply the same standards in the same way to all people who use their apps and websites (78%). This includes 89% of Republicans, 73% of Democrats and 76% of independents.
Americans would rather have internet and technology companies regulate content than government

Even though Americans distrust internet and technology companies to make the right decisions around what content appears on their sites, given a choice, they would still prefer the companies (55%) rather than the government (44%) make those decisions. Republicans (64%) are more likely to opt for major internet companies to make their own policies about what people can and cannot post, compared to 59% of independents. A slim majority of Democrats (54%) prefer the government to make policies that set some limits or establish content guidelines, compared to independents (39%) and Republicans (35%).

FIGURE 14

Who Should Regulate Online Content?

In your opinion, which is the better approach?

- % For major internet companies to make their own policies about what people can and cannot post on their websites and apps, without any government involvement
- % For the government to make policies that set some limits or establish some guidelines about what major internet companies can and cannot display on their websites and apps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% For internet companies</th>
<th>% For government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Americans overall</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independents</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “No answer” percentages not shown.

---

5 This suggests a small majority support, in principle, for the provision of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, which shields technology companies from liability for publishing — or not — information provided by others on their platform. 47 U.S. Code § 230 — Protection for private blocking and screening of offensive material. (n.d.). LII / Legal Information Institute. https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/230
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SECTION 5

Spotlight on Privacy: Americans Are Concerned About Privacy, Prefer Their Data Be Used to Improve Online Experience

Because access to user data is critical to the revenue models of many internet and technology companies, data privacy is a linchpin issue for these corporations — and those who use these platforms. Privacy vies with misinformation as Americans’ top overall concern about internet and technology companies, and those who believe these companies are too powerful overwhelmingly cite privacy matters.

Americans are generally uncomfortable with internet and technology companies collecting their personal information. While the vast majority of Americans believe that Facebook and Google (97%) and Amazon (96%) collect information about them, about 8 in 10 U.S. adults say they are very (42%) or somewhat (40%) uncomfortable with internet and technology companies using their personal information. This sentiment pervades most subgroups, with those aged 55 and older (48%) more likely to be very uncomfortable than those aged 35-54 (40%) or 18-34 (37%).

Americans’ discomfort with companies using their personal data is consistent with recently released Gallup-Knight Foundation data showing the unwillingness of 72% of Americans to be microtargeted with political advertising and content.6

When asked to weigh privacy of personal data over easy access to information, three-quarters (75%) of Americans say privacy trumps information access (24%).

---

Young adults aged 18-34 are slightly more likely than others to say they value information access (31%). Similarly, daily users of Google (30%) and Facebook (29%) are more likely to value information access than Americans overall.

Despite privacy concerns, Americans approve of internet companies using their personal information to improve their experience on websites or apps — 66% say companies should be able to use their information for this purpose. The public also divides evenly as to whether internet companies should be able to use their personal information to show ads or services that may be of interest to them — 47% of Americans say companies should be able to do this and 52% say they should not. But Americans do not believe their personal information should be used to show them political ads that may interest them or be sold to third-party companies.

About 8 in 10 Americans are uncomfortable with internet and technology companies using their personal information.
Given how widespread public concerns are relating to data privacy and Americans’ ambivalence about how internet and technology companies may use their data, it is not surprising that most Americans (70%) support government having a major role in addressing the privacy of personal data online. Support for governmental intervention in this area is second only to support of the government protecting the U.S. from foreign interference in U.S. elections (80%).

Seven in 10 Americans (70%) favor a major governmental role in addressing concerns related to the privacy of personal data online.
Conclusion

In less than two decades, internet and technology companies have transformed how people access information, connect with friends and family and engage networks of like-minded people. Estimates place social media use at an average of 153 minutes per day, up from 109 minutes in 2015. With this rapid acceleration of people's digital footprint have come deepening concerns about these companies' practices on such wide-ranging issues as free speech, the spread of misinformation, online interference in U.S. elections and the privacy of personal data. Americans are more negative than positive about the impact of these companies on society by margins of as much as six to one.

In this era of depressed public trust, pathways toward solutions are ambiguous. While Americans trust neither internet and technology companies nor government institutions to address their concerns, some proposals are beginning to find support.

The companies themselves have recently taken steps to address some issues — including third-party data access, political ads and content that may offend or harm users. Recently, Google announced plans to allow users to limit the use of third-party cookies in its Chrome browser, and Twitter announced it is prohibiting the promotion of political content. All the major internet and technology companies, including Facebook, Google and Twitter, hire content moderators to police hate speech and harassment on their platforms to stave off public concerns around such issues. And Facebook recently announced the formation of an independent content oversight board to support the company's aim to be "more accountable and improve our decision-making."

At the same time, the federal government is considering legislative proposals and regulatory actions to address concerns raised by the American public. Democratic and Republican lawmakers in both chambers of Congress have proposed legislation that largely focuses on the collection, use and sharing of personal data. Increased public scrutiny has led to multiple investigations by Congress, the Department of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission and states' attorneys general into the business practices and potential anti-competitive behavior of these companies, which could result in legal and regulatory action.

Solutions will ultimately hinge on the extent to which Americans trust that the private companies that now administer the digital public square are also acting in the public interest — and that their largely analog democratic institutions are able to address today's largely digital concerns.

---


Methodology

Results for the survey items are based on self-administered web surveys with a random sample of U.S. adults, aged 18 and older, who are members of the Gallup Panel™. Gallup uses probability-based, random sampling methods to recruit its Panel members.

Interviewing took place between Dec. 3 and 15, 2019, and included 1,628 Gallup Panel members.

Gallup weighted the obtained samples to correct for nonresponse. Nonresponse adjustments were made by adjusting the sample to match the national demographics of gender, age, race, Hispanic ethnicity, education and region. Demographic weighting targets were based on the 2015 Current Population Survey figures for the aged-18-and-older U.S. population. For results based on any individual sample, the margin of sampling error is ±3 percentage points at the 95% confidence level. Margins of error for subgroups are higher.

In addition to sampling error, question wording and practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of public opinion polls.

The full questionnaire, topline results, detailed cross tabulations and raw data may be obtained upon request. For questions about how the survey was conducted, please contact galluphelp@gallup.com.
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The John S. and James L. Knight Foundation

Knight Foundation is a national foundation with strong local roots. We invest in journalism, in the arts and in the success of cities where brothers John S. and James L. Knight once published newspapers. Our goal is to foster informed and engaged communities, which we believe are essential for a healthy democracy.

For more information, visit kf.org.
Gallup

Gallup delivers analytics and advice to help leaders and organizations solve their most pressing problems. Combining more than 80 years of experience with its global reach, Gallup knows more about the attitudes and behaviors of employees, customers, students and citizens than any other organization in the world.

For more information, visit www.gallup.com or education.gallup.com.